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An unconscious prime typically affects responding to a subsequently presented target to a lesser extent, than a consciously perceived prime. A frequent observation is that several higher cognitive effects are observed solely with conscious
primes. For example, using the priming paradigm, unconscious primes have proven to cause signiﬁcantly smaller priming
effects on the current trial (e.g. Dehaene et al., 2003), and smaller (van Gaal, Lamme, & Ridderinkhof, 2010) or even absent
(Kunde, 2003) sequential modulation effects on the next trial, compared to conscious primes. However, a potential problem
is that the signal strength always critically differed between both conditions (Lau, 2009). In other paradigms, such as binocular rivalry, the signal strength of the conscious and the unconscious percept is perfectly matched (e.g. Tong, Nakayama,
Vaughan, & Kanwisher, 1998). Different information is presented to each eye, and both sources of information reach consciousness alternatingly. Primes with equal signal strength can be presented consciously or unconsciously by presenting
them to either the suppressed or the dominant eye ﬁeld (Cave, Blake, & McNamara, 1998). However, in the priming paradigm
this is usually not the case. In this paradigm, to create an unconscious condition, the prime is typically followed by a mask,
which blocks any further prime processing, and which is typically omitted in the conscious condition. As a consequence, the
signal strength of the prime in the conscious condition is much stronger, and larger priming effects can be caused by
differences in signal strength.
This important issue has not received much attention within this ﬁeld. However, Francken, van Gaal, and de Lange (2011)
ﬁnally brought it to mind properly. They matched the signal strength of prime arrows by masking them with either an effective metacontrast target or a less-effective pseudomask target. As foreseen, the visibility of the primes was much lower with
a metacontrast target, creating an unconscious condition. The authors found that the priming effect on the current trial was
identical in both errors and reaction times for the conscious and unconscious condition. Furthermore, in the errors the
decrease of the priming effect when the previous trial was incongruent (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992) was also identical
in both conditions. Based on this, the authors claimed that priming effects are independent of prime awareness.
We fully agree that Francken et al. addressed an important issue, which previous research has largely overlooked.
Nevertheless, we want to argue that their conclusions are premature, due to methodological issues. In the literature, an inﬂuential view suggests that the difference between conscious and unconscious processing is an all-or-none phenomenon (e.g.
Sergent & Dehaene, 2004a, 2004b). Thus, efforts should be made to compare conscious with truly unconscious conditions.
Unfortunately, in Francken et al. the visibility in the metacontrast condition was too high (d0 = 0.89) to be considered unconscious. Moreover, in the prime discrimination task, next to left and right pointing targets, a square-shaped target was presented (both as metacontrast and pseudomask), which was not used in the main experiment. This square-shaped target
caused large visibility differences when presented as a metacontrast compared to pseudomask, and thus artiﬁcially
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magniﬁed the difference between both conditions in the experiment. Consequently, the true difference in visibility between
the two conditions, computed without these masks, was much smaller than the suggested difference.1 Thus, it appears that
the authors created two conscious conditions instead of a conscious and unconscious condition. Of course, taking this into
account, the current observation of identical priming effects in both conditions is not surprising. Because of these methodological problems, the conclusion that priming is independent of prime awareness is premature. Additionally, although both masks
were physically virtually similar, they critically differed in masking the direction of the prime. Therefore, in our opinion the
signal strength of the prime was still higher with a pseudomask compared to a metacontrast mask.
Although priming effects can be enlarged by changing the SOA, without altering prime recognition (Vorberg, Mattler,
Heinecke, Schmidt, & Schwarzbach, 2003), and identical priming effects can be obtained with differing degrees of prime visibility (Lau & Passingham, 2006; Schlaghecken, Blagrove, & Maylor, 2008), none of these studies convincingly showed that
priming is completely independent of awareness. On the contrary, we would like to argue that priming effects are highly
dependent on prime visibility. In a recent priming study (Van den Bussche & Reynvoet, October 2011), we displayed the
prime for an intermediate duration (40 ms), so that primes were unconscious on some trials and conscious on others. Prime
visibility was measured after each trial. Trials where subjects did not perceive the prime were categorized as unconscious.
Trials where subjects correctly identiﬁed the prime and were certain of their answer were categorized as conscious. This
way, all possible features, including signal strength, are perfectly matched between the conscious and unconscious condition. In this study, large priming effects were observed, which were modulated by the visibility of the primes. Although robust priming was observed in both conditions, the 140 ms priming effect in the conscious condition was signiﬁcantly larger
than the 33 ms effect in the unconscious condition (t(36) = 4.02, p = .001). The error data perfectly mimicked these results.
So, we can conclude that the magnitude of priming effects is certainly not independent of prime awareness. Consciously
perceiving a prime leads to a late and sustained increase in sensory processing (Haynes, Driver, & Rees, 2005; Sergent &
Dehaene, 2004a), which boosts performance enormously.
In summary, previous research failed to match the signal strength between the conscious and unconscious condition,
which introduces an important confound in the literature. We would like to stress that Francken et al. (2011) addressed a
very important issue, which needs to receive profound attention in future research. However, methodological issues undermine the reliability of their results. Based on our recent ﬁndings, we conclude that the magnitude of priming effects is highly
dependent on prime visibility, even when stimulus strength is matched.
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1
The difference in d0 between both masks computed with the square mask gives a difference of d0 = 0.79. The difference computed without this mask results
in d0 = 0.37.

